
6 Batteries
Most sma^l circcits such as this one can be
powered with orlinary batte'ies because
they supply a stable direct current

7 Speakers
Speakers are close relativesto
microphones — they work in the same way
but achieve opnncita
resLlts. In asp
a diaphragm
attached to a in

vibrates in rest
to a current ap
to it. This vibra
produces

sound waves
in the air

8 Capacitor.
The capacitor i
that is capable of
holcing an electric charge.
A capacitor is charged
up when i:s two terminals are connected to
a pcwer s3urce. Once it is fully charged•
nothing further will happen, even when the
power is disconnected, until the two
terminals of the capacitor become
connected, when it will discharge

9 Microphones
Microphones work the opposite way to
speakers. Souni waves cause the
diaphragm to vibrate which, via the magnet,
produces different voltages in the circuit

E.

the flow of elec tr icity. Resistors came in
many different sizes. Their value is
expressed by bands of coloir round their
bodies=(ijjj}

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS/ WORKSHOP

Component Pa rts
An electronic circuit diagram looks complicated
to those who've never seen one. But they are
designed to make life easier by providing a way
to describe a circuit using a standari set of

symbols and techniques. To illustrate this. we've
taken a simple circuit for an intercom and
described the individual electronic components
it uses. On a circuit diagram, each component is
represented by a special symbol, Each
component on the diagram is also icentified by a

code, such as Rt' or 'TR2'. This is a convenient
way of referring to the components — in a pa rt s
list, for example. The lines connecting the
components represent wires. These are drawn
straight for nearness — they could be actual
wires, or tracks on a printed circuit board

5 Variable Resistors
Not all resistors are ,onstant. Variable
resistors, sometimes called potentiometers
use a strip of carbon as their conductcr. The
distance the current has to travel through
the carbon before it'eaches the take-cft
terminal deterninesthe resistance of :he
component
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